Binding and oxidation of alkyl 4-nitrophenyl ethers by rabbit cytochrome P450 1A2: evidence for two binding sites.
Although most cytochrome P450 (P450) reactions demonstrate saturation kinetics that fit to the standard Michaelis-Menten equation, there are important exceptions where sigmoidal or nonhyperbolic behavior is observed and have been fit instead to kinetic models involving two binding sites. To assess these models, we demonstrate the consistency of a two binding site model to interpret both steady-state kinetics and binding events. Rates of 4-nitrophenol and formaldehyde production from the O-demethylation of 1-methoxy-4-nitrobenzene by P450 1A2 isolated from rabbit liver produced biphasic plots, when plotted against substrate concentration. Experiments confirmed the absence of the further oxidation of the products. Recombinant rabbit P450 1A2 yielded the same maximal velocity and more marked biphasicity. Overall, these steady-state data fit well to kinetic models involving two binding sites. Steady-state studies of substrates with bulkier O-ethyl or O-isopropoxy groups indicated decreased affinity for the second site. Based on binding studies, the affinity of P450 1A2 for these substrates increased 200-fold with the larger alkyl groups. To analyze the single binding site model, competition studies were conducted with 1,4-phenyldiisocyanide and the alkyl 4-nitrophenyl ethers. Although the observed dissociation constants and the competing titrant demonstrated a linear dependence, the affinity for the competing titrant depended on the presence of the other titrant, which violates the single binding site model. Alternatively, we applied a two binding site model to these data to obtain dissociation constants for the binary and ternary complexes. The agreement between the dissociation constants for the heterogeneous complexes supports the appropriateness of the two binding site model. This novel finding for P450 1A2 may be more common than originally perceived for P450s.